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One of the main difficulties met in teaching Languages for 

Specialists of Other Disciplines (Lansod) is the heterogeneity of 

the learners’ levels. Handling a classroom is thus a challenge for 

teachers. In English, the improvement of both expression and 

comprehension competences, both written and spoken, depends on the 

knowledge of grammar, as shown by Ellis’s research (Second 

Language Acquisition). The project presented in this text (TACIT-

Grammar) is part of the dynamic created in the universities in 

order to develop the use of digital technologies. The platform 

Tacit targets the evaluation and adaptive remediation of cross-

disciplinary cognitive and linguistic competences. In this 

context, a module dedicated to English grammar is currently in 

progress to meet the specific needs of the Lansod1. 

 

1 This research was presented at the 2017 RANACLES conference (23-25 November, University of Corsica, 

Corte). See Quaireau et al. and Villessèche et al. for presentations of the TACIT platform and the Ortho and 

Implicit modules. 



Adaptive system, autonomous learning, English grammar, e-learning, 

Item Response Model (IRM), Rasch Model, tailored teaching 

L’apprentissage adaptatif en ligne comme une solution possible à 

l’hétérogénéité des classes ? La grammaire anglaise au prisme des 

méthodes de psychologie cognitive et de psychométrie 

L’une des principales difficultés rencontrées dans le domaine des 

langues pour les spécialistes d’autres disciplines (Lansad) est 

l'hétérogénéité du niveau des apprenants. La gestion des 

enseignements est alors un défi pour les enseignant.e.s. En 

anglais, la maîtrise de la grammaire est une des composantes 

indispensables à l’amélioration des compétences d’expression et de 

compréhension, à l’écrit comme à l’oral, comme le montrent 

notamment les travaux d’Ellis (Second Language Acquisition). Le 

projet présenté dans ce texte s’inscrit dans la dynamique de 

développement de l’usage du numérique au sein des universités. Le 

portail Tacit vise à l’évaluation et à la remédiation adaptative 

des compétences cognitives et linguistiques transversales. Dans ce 

cadre, un module dédié à la grammaire anglaise est en cours de 

construction pour répondre aux besoins spécifiques des Lansad. 

apprentissage en autonomie, apprentissage en ligne, grammaire 

anglaise, modèles dits de la réponse à l’item (MRI), modèle de 

Rasch, enseignement différencié, système adaptatif 

1. Introduction : Adaptive e-learning 

21st century teaching has progressively witnessed slow but steady transformations of the 

classroom, especially with the rapid development and diffusion of the Internet and its related 

technologies – starting with desktop computers, quickly followed by laptops and 

smartphones. The latter two have increased the possibilities in terms of both teaching and 

learning with the growth of online classes and tools, complementing teaching on site. Uniting 

URL (Uniform Resource Locator) and IRL (In Real Life) is still the ideal a great number of 

universities are trying to reach. 

Languages, as many other disciplines, have benefited from the arrival of these new tools, 

which have become common in the university curriculum of most students : online 

dictionaries, tests, exercises, smartphone applications, etc. They have also challenged the way 

universities or even classrooms work : the list could probably be longer, but to quote just a 

few – changes occurred with the creation of so-called IT (Information Technology) rooms to 

give students the opportunity to use computers on campus, with the integration of personal 

laptops or smartphones in the classroom, but also with the introduction of rules restricting the 

use of smartphones during exams. 

Besides, teachers and students are given new opportunities in terms of class organisation 

(MOOC – Massive Open Online Course, interactive classroom presentation, etc.) and 

activities (online exchanges, Skype, etc.). So there is a general movement nowadays for the 

improvement of the use of digital tools in universities. Thus, for languages, as for many other 



disciplines, the development of those IT rooms and tools has had quite a positive effect on the 

teacher/student relationship and as a consequence, on the interaction between teaching and 

learning (see part 2). The idea, as noted earlier, is neither to give the student full autonomy 

nor to imagine completely virtual teachers, but rather to create tools which will allow teachers 

to create individual curricula for students. The programs of most French universities, 

however, do not leave much room for individual follow-up as there is a lack of time, often 

also linked to a lack of funds, and all this can be coupled with difficulties inherent to Lansod2 

– i.e. a frequent turn-over among teachers who often hold temporary positions. This is why 

the development of innovative digital tools has become so crucial: efficient digital tools, such 

as adaptive systems, are relatively inexpensive individualized solutions providing enhanced 

learning.  

Studies investigating individualized curricula have proved their superiority in terms of 

learners’ performance because those systems solve the problem of the “one-size-fits-all” 

approach (Vandewaetere et al.). Though those systems are difficult to implement – for the 

reasons mentioned above – their effectiveness encourages researchers to keep investigating 

that question. Bloom (4) called it the “2 sigma problem” : “the most striking of the findings is 

that under the best learning conditions we can devise (tutoring), the average student is 2 

sigma above the average control student taught under conventional group methods of 

instruction”. Hence, the researchers’ aim is to attain the same results which can be achieved 

through tutoring, while reducing the cost of this method. 

So the question is : what solution can we offer teachers in order to know the level of each of 

their students and provide students with individual help ? In the next two parts, we will 

further develop the reasons prompting the use of tailored systems within a Lansod context. 

Then, we will describe the theoretical background which helped build the module. And in the 

last section, we will present the module per se. 

2. E-learning and tailored systems 

The use of e-learning was demonstrated to be effective as early as the 1980s. Indeed, Bangert 

et al. showed a general failure of individualized systems based on a meta-analysis of 51 

studies but underlined the fact that computer-based systems produced better learning, because 

they guide students from one level of difficulty to another (153). Computer-based systems 

may also play a role in terms of motivation : programs which offer a variety of exercises of 

adequate difficulty with quick feedback (following the recommendations of the American 

Psychological Association – the APA – to enhance teaching and learning) tend to keep 

students interested and encourage them to continue. Thus, this study shows that 

individualized systems do not mean leaving students on their own, but providing educational 

 
2 Languages for Specialists of Other Disciplines (Van der Yeught), translation of the French acronym Lansad 

originally proposed by Michel Perrin. 



support for each student : students are given the opportunity to follow a course in a one-to-

one configuration in the same way as with tutoring ; the pace of the teaching process is thus 

adapted to the pace of the learner. This is the principle of a tailored system. 

There is one form of tailored systems which goes even further in the sense that it matches not 

only the pace of the learners but also their level of competence : it is called adaptive e-

learning. The core of an adaptive system is individual performance. Such systems have been 

established as effective in several studies, such as Di Giacomo et al., Truong, Yang et al. 

There are different levels of possible adaptations : adaptive systems can be tailored content, 

presentation, tools, they can take into account individual preferences or knowledge, they can 

give personal objectives, etc. Here, we are interested in the relation between individual 

performance and item difficulty. Several possibilities are available to adapt content and 

instruction to the learners’ needs and characteristics. Vandewaetere et al. (119) identify three 

types of instructions : (a) macro-adaptive instruction, (b) aptitude-treatment interaction, (c) 

micro-adaptive instruction. The first approach corresponds to mastery learning ; the second 

one is a more comprehensive approach, which takes into account learners’ personal 

characteristics such as anxiety. For example, anxious students prefer structured systems of 

instructions. Mödritscher et al. (2) underline the fact that it is better to give fixed tasks so as to 

limit the possibilities of control by the students, especially for those “with low-prior 

knowledge” regarding the pace of the task, for example.  

The last type, micro-adaptive instruction, is the one which corresponds to our research here : 

it “diagnoses learner’s specific learning needs during instruction and subsequently provides 

appropriate instructional prescription for these needs” (Vandewaetere et al. 119). It is a 

dynamic model, which can fit into a classroom environment. It extends the possibilities of a 

teacher-learner interaction through an online tutoring system. Consequently, the teacher can 

follow the individual progress of each student, creating the environment needed for blended 

learning (Kakosimos). The principle is that on the one hand, each student is provided with 

content adapted to their needs, while teachers can provide feedback individually or to groups 

of students and on the other hand, the system does not need any external intervention – such 

as teachers selecting exercises – to provide the content environment which fits each student’s 

abilities. Of course, the system, like the one we will present later, can sometimes leave the 

possibility of external intervention to take into account motivational factors for example. 

Thus, in this case, the clear matching of the level of competence of the learners with the 

difficulty level of the exercises allows the teachers to easily select, via the interface, the level 

of difficulty of the items. These items, for example, will be chosen from a student's area of 

competence or a slightly higher area (see the classic notion of a proximal zone of 

development, Vygotski 270), or in a lower zone to put the learner in a motivating situation of 

success. These possibilities of choice allow concrete individualized remedies and facilitate the 

management of the heterogeneity of skills within the same class. 



3. Adaptive e-learning environment use in a Lansod 

Teachers in Lansod are confronted to the high heterogeneity of students, especially if the class 

groups are based on the faculty where the student is registered and not on their level of 

competence for languages. So, generally, a same class group is made of students following 

different course pathways at university and who do not have the same level. For their main 

second language, students are supposed to have a B2 level after the baccalauréat (K-12 

national examination). But this is not generally the case and this level is far from being 

acquired. In France, this heterogeneity is difficult to handle as the average number of 

language course hours in Lansod is about two hours a week, and because of a lack of staff, 

some universities have even turned toward alternative systems such as two intensive weeks 

per semester, one at the beginning and one at the end, which makes it difficult to handle 

heterogeneous levels, especially if, as mentioned above, groups are not based on students’ 

competences. In this case, the rest of the semester leaves students with full autonomy, with 

means to support this autonomy which vary from one university to another. Thus, with this 

short amount of time allocated to second languages, the time to revise grammatical bases is 

generally very limited. 

Besides, creating homogeneous groups requires time and equipment. Creating online tests 

means students will need computers to take the tests : the number of students makes it very 

difficult to organize. Some solutions are proposed : for example, when students register at 

home, they are required to take a test in order to choose the group where they will best fit in. 

However, such a system depends on the students’ honesty for the test (no other material than 

the test itself should be used, such as dictionaries, or grammar assistance) and therefore, for 

the choice of a group. The choice of tests also varies from one university to another 

(Brudermann et al.). 

But adaptive e-learning is a means to create individualized tailored systems – as seen 

previously – so it is at the same time a pedagogical and research tool, in the sense that it gives 

teachers and researchers access to a great deal of data, which, in pedagogical terms, enables 

teachers to know more precisely the level of each student, and possibly, to create smaller 

groups within the classroom according to levels of competence. Such a system is a possible 

answer to the problem of heterogeneous classes, when organising students according to their 

levels cannot be done before the beginning of the semester.  

Indeed, it can either be used as a support system outside the classroom thanks to the adaptive 

module, or as a means of setting up smaller groups depending on the students’ levels within 

the classroom. It also enables students to obtain individual help to strengthen the bases they 

may not have acquired before registering at the university and it does not add more 

constraints to the teachers’ tasks, as the system determines the students’ level without any 

external intervention. 



Hence, an adaptive e-learning platform seems to be a potential solution to help solve the 

difficulties generated by the heterogeneity of groups and the lack of time induced by a limited 

number of hours of in-class teaching/learning. 

4. Methodology : an English grammar module based on an 

explicit approach 

In France, for decades, grammar teaching was the fundamental basis when learning a foreign 

language (Puren), contrary to English-speaking countries where teachers and researchers 

favoured language practice over teaching grammar rules very early on. The latter approach 

was rooted in the comparison between first and second language acquisition : as native 

speakers do not need grammar lessons to speak their mother tongue, second language learners 

could acquire grammar in the same way – i.e. linguistic immersion (Kraschen “Second 

Language Acquisition”). Therefore, for a very long time, the unconscious and implicit 

acquisition of the grammatical competence was favoured by the “Anglophone method”, while 

a conscious and explicit approach of grammar was preferred by the “French method”. 

However, the advent of the CEFRL (Common European Framework of Reference for 

Languages) and the definitions of levels common to every language progressively changed 

the way languages were taught, even in France. The problem of the conscious and explicit 

approach to grammar was the way it was taught at the time (until the 1970s) : the most 

popular method was structural exercises or drills. And, as Newby (13) puts it,  

since learners are presented with pre-fabricated sentences, processing is limited to 

applying a rule deductively and is, as a result, very shallow. The fact that so much 

language is provided precludes the need for or the possibility of schematization. 

Such exercises are, of course, fairly boring and satisfy neither cognitive nor 

affective needs. Commitment is therefore likely to be low. (Newby 13) 

What the CEFRL has brought is a new approach based on action-oriented tasks. The principal 

aim is communication, and it is enhanced by the integration of the interlanguage (Selinker). 

This interlanguage is considered to be part of the learners’ competences, which are the 

linguistic, the sociolinguistic and the pragmatic competences. So when it comes to evaluation, 

the idea is to insist on what the learner can write and say, instead of insisting on the 

importance of using the language properly. The system, centred on the actions and 

competences of the learner, necessarily puts aside grammatical questions – not in the sense 

that grammar is not supposed to be taught, but mistakes are only corrected when the learner 

makes them, and they are not anticipated by specific grammar lessons. This was meant to 

avoid heavy grammar teaching, which has been proved demotivating for students (Freinet ; 

Falout et al.). For that reason, in this situation, one may question the relevance of 

reintroducing grammar through a module entirely dedicated to it. 



4.1. Reintroducing grammar as an independent variable 

As we pointed out earlier, the question is not really whether or not grammar should be taught 

but rather : what kind of grammar teaching should be implemented ? Should it be explicit or 

implicit ?  

The action-based approach is built on the naturalistic point of view in L2 acquisition research. 

This idea, argued by researchers such as (Corder “The Significance” ; Krashen “Second 

Language Acquisition” or Ellis “Current Issues”) is that  

learners appeared to follow a natural order and sequence of acquisition (i.e. they 

mastered different grammatical structures in a relatively fixed and universal order 

and they passed through a sequence of stages of acquisition on route to mastering 

each grammatical structure (Ellis “Current Issues” 85).  

In this configuration, instructed learners (or classroom learners) like naturalistic ones are 

supposed to follow the same inner syllabus. They are supposed to acquire grammatical 

structures when they access them through different types of natural input. Different attempts 

were made in this direction : some supposed the teaching of grammar structures should follow 

the same pattern as natural grammar acquisition (for example, Pica) ; others (Krashen 

“Principles”) thought that input should be limited to simple structures as complex ones were 

too difficult to acquire in instructed situations. 

However, more recent research (Ellis “Language Teaching”, Spada and Tomita) has shown 

that evidence supports explicit grammar teaching. Indeed, those opposite claims argue that 

implicit teaching cannot suffice when dealing with complex structures (Hulstijn and de 

Graaff), especially because those structures occur less frequently in natural discourse. So 

natural input is not enough for them to be noticed. Another argument in favour of explicit 

grammar teaching is the necessity for the learner to be able to access grammatical knowledge 

with ease in order to fulfil instantaneous and fluent communication as, according to Ellis 

(“Current Issues” 97), 

explicit knowledge can convert into implicit knowledge if the learner is ready to 

acquire the targeted feature and that this conversion occurs by priming a number of 

key acquisitional processes, in particular noticing and noticing the gap (Schmidt, 

1990). That is, explicit knowledge of a grammatical structure makes it more likely 

that learners will attend to the structure in the input and carry out the cognitive 

comparison between what they observe in the input and their own output. (Ellis 

“Current Issues” 97) 

Since then, the benefits of explicit grammar teaching have been shown by a large amount of 

research (Ellis “Language Teaching”). They show that the learners who follow courses 

including explicit grammar teaching learn faster and reach a higher level than the learners 

who do not have access to such courses. Thus explicit teaching favours the acquisition of a 

language, allowing the learner to be conscious of their own mistakes and to correct them. 



Besides, the automatisation of explicit knowledge helps students learn grammatical forms 

progressively (DeKeyser) and it also favours the implicit knowledge of grammar (Lantolf and 

Thorne). This question of automatisation of explicit knowledge targets a specific problem : 

what kind of exercises can tackle the automatisation of explicit knowledge ? 

4.2. Multiple-choice tests as an effective adaptive solution ? 

We established earlier that an adaptive e-learning platform was a possible solution to help 

teachers deal with the heterogeneity of student groups. Such a system has some constraints :  

the main one is to make sure that the answers provided by the students are indeed a reflection 

of what they have learned, i.e. are not influenced by the format of the questions in a way that 

would impede the learning process. To the best of our knowledge, there are two solutions to 

deal with that problem.  

One of them is to use open fields for answers, but for some exercises, there could be several 

correct answers, which means that they all need to be recognized as such. Though this system 

might seem ideal, it is extremely costly in terms of time concerning the creation of the 

exercises but also concerning the calibration of the exercises (i.e. classifying from the easiest 

to the most difficult). Indeed, an adaptive system means that the student’s level of 

competence can be known because the exercises have been calibrated. In order to carry out 

this classification, the exercises must have been submitted to a great number of students in the 

first place. In a fixed amount of time, the number of exercises completed by students is 

generally less important when they have to write a full answer and not just pick one. This 

leaves us with the second solution. 

The second way to deal with the numerous different answers students may give is multiple-

choice questions (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Screenshot of TACIT showing an example of a finalized MCQ 

exercise in the category "Translate the conditional" 



 

It offers several advantages : (a) it allows the reduction of the number of possible answers ; 

(b) it increases the number of exercises which a student may answer in a fixed amount of time 

– this also has a practical research advantage as it is less time consuming when submitting the 

exercises to the students in order to determine the difficulty of the exercises (i.e. calibration) ; 

(c) it enables the creation of an adaptive system using the IRM (Item Response Models), in 

this case the Rasch Model (see 5. for more explanations) ; (d) Multiple-Choice Questions 

(MCQ) used as pedagogical tools and not as tests have been proved effective as they play a 

role of external monitoring for learners, who tend to overestimate their level of competence in 

situations of self-assessment (Koriat and Bjork). 

4.2.1. Multiple-choice questions : a ‘drill and kill’ method ? 

The problem of multiple-choice tests is that they are associated to the ‘drill and kill’ method, 

which consists in trying to create automatisation of grammatical structures through repetition. 

Here, the multiple-choice tests are based on the form recommended by Khodamoradi and 

Khaki. The exercises must have meaning and should be based on the will to say something, 

not on the structures, which would only lead to check the knowledge of a grammatical form. 

The solution we have chosen to avoid a ‘drill and kill’ practice is based on two axes : first of 

all, grammatical structures are embedded in context ; secondly, all exercises are translated.  

The main reason justifying the use of translation here is to shift the focus from the form to the 

meaning ; another aim is to keep learners motivated, providing them with a pool of repeated 

opportunities to practice and succeed (translation maximizes opportunities for success by 

bypassing capacity limits of working memory and helping attention guidance toward the 

grammatical aspects). And, as authors such as Cook or Ellis (“A Theory”) showed, the first 

language (L1) is a resource for learners trying to acquire a second language (L2). Widdowson 

(152) even underlines that learning a language is a bilingual experience, and that, whatever 

the method, learners keep going back and forth between their L1 and L2 in their minds. 



Furthermore, Hall (73) argues that L1 can also be a resource for the teacher, for explanations 

or in order to underline differences or similarities between languages. So translation is both a 

resource for learners to deal with those exercises, and it is also a means to fulfil a particular 

goal on the platform : the problem here is to be able to evaluate learners’ competence in 

grammar, not in comprehension ; so translating the exercises is a way of isolating the 

evaluation of this particular competence. 

4.2.2. Multiple-choice questions : methodology 

Multiple-choice questions have been proved effective both in the case of learning (Roediger 

and Marsh ; Butler et al. “The Effect”) and more precisely in the case of language acquisition 

(Khodamoradi and Khaki ; Hemmati and Ghaderi). Multiple-choice questions have benefits in 

terms of retention both in the short and long terms. The main problem of that retention of 

tested information is that, in the case of learners who choose a wrong answer, there also is 

possible retention of that incorrect information (Little and Bjork). This is mitigated by the 

number of options submitted to the learner for each question :  

increased numbers of similar lures on multiple-choice tests can impair participants’ 

performance on the multiple-choice test and general knowledge as assessed on a 

later cued recall test. (Butler et al. “When” 954) 

So, in terms of methodology to choose a format for those multiple-choice questions, there 

were two problems to solve : (a) how to avoid the retention of incorrect information ; (b) how 

many lures should be used. 

In the case of the retention of incorrect information, Butler and Roediger proposed a solution : 

feedback. Indeed, Pashler, et al. tested this question and came to the following conclusion : 

the effectiveness of the MCQ is considerably enhanced if the correct answer is given (i.e. 

telling the learner that their answer is incorrect is not enough, a correction is needed as a 

complement). They also concluded that feedback does not have a significant impact if the 

learners gave the correct answer. However, if they chose the wrong answer, the feedback had, 

on the contrary, a particularly significant effect. The study of Butler and Roediger (611-612) 

confirms those conclusions and also shows that if information has been tested a first time, the 

learners’ results are better the second time whatever the form of the test (whether MCQ or 

free recall test). 

The second question, which is also related to the problem of learners memorising incorrect 

information, is about lures. How many options should we give learners ? And what kind of 

options ? The number of lures is above all related to the general use of MCQ : they are 

generally used for tests and less as a pedagogical tool. Many studies such as Frary, Haladyna, 

et al., Burton (“Reliability Measures” and “Myths” or Vegada et al. “Comparison” try to find 

measures to prevent students from guessing and to make MCQ as efficient as possible – i.e. 

MCQ should make it possible to rank students. So what they generally propose is the increase 

of the number of lures per question, or putting in place negative marking, etc. But, as stated 



by Butler et al., increasing the number of options given to learners also increases the 

possibility of retention of incorrect information. Moreover, Haladyna and Downing have 

shown that it is very difficult to increase the number of lures while maintaining the credibility 

of the lures. Hence they advised, as Burton (“Quantifying”), that the focus should be kept on 

the quality of lures and that three or four lures – these numbers include the correct answer – 

are a good limit to keep in mind. 

These reflexions are the backbone of the module we have created. The next part will present 

the result – the English grammar module – but also the possibilities this module offers in 

terms of teacher-learner relations. Indeed, the creation of such a tool is entangled with the 

needs of Lansod, which must address the heterogeneity of student groups without increasing 

the costs in terms of staff, budget or time. 

5. Result : the TACIT-Grammar module 

The TACIT (Testing adaptatif des compétences individuelles transversales) platform which 

will support the English grammar module is already online and accessible from any browser, 

as a first module for enhancing the comprehension of implicit information in French texts was 

launched in 2012 and another in 2014 with a focus on French vocabulary. The platform is 

divided between a part aimed at being used by speech therapists, and another one intended for 

the classroom. So far, it has been used by primary and secondary schools. 

In 2013, a project was born, from a collaboration between two research teams, TACIT - 

mainly composed of researchers from the LP3C (Laboratoire de psychologie : cognition, 

comportement, communication) and ACE (Anglophonie : communautés et écritures), both in 

the university Rennes 2. The collaboration was then extended to the Lansod of that university. 

The module offers two modalities : a synchronous one (for use in the classroom) and an 

asynchronous one (for autonomous use). This module can thus be used to create blended-

learning-type courses. It enables teachers to have precise and genuine progress indicators for 

each of their students. 

Earlier, we gave the reason that drove us to choose multiple-choice questions over other types 

of exercises (2.2.2) – including their effectiveness and compatibility with IRM (here, Rasch 

Model). The IRM are statistical models which allow the adaptive system to represent both the 

learners’ level of competence and the level of difficulty of the exercises on the same 

continuum. Though they are not used very much in applied psychometrics in France, they 

enable researchers to create adaptive pedagogical systems, where the exercises are selected 

according to the learner’s level of competence. The model which was used here is the Rasch 

model :  

The examiner can use the target person’s performance on such a variable segment of 

self-chosen items to estimate his ability […], the process is self-tailoring. As the 

target person takes the test he finds for himself the items in the test booklet of 

difficulty best for him. (Wright and Douglas 2) 



We have also sided with conclusions which favour the quality over the quantity of options 

given for each question. That is why the exercises are built in two stages : one to determine 

the incorrect options given for each question and the other one to evaluate the level of 

difficulty of each exercise. 

In the first stage, exercises are submitted to students, not as MCQ, but as open-field exercises 

in order to collect incorrect answers produced by the learners themselves. This enables us to 

cover all the strategies which prevent learners from connecting the meaning of a sentence 

with the correct grammatical form. Then, the incorrect answers are chosen according to three 

criteria : if they are the most frequently used, if they fit in terms of quality (spelling, 

vocabulary, etc.) and if they correspond to erroneous strategies (for example, if the incorrect 

answer given is a calque). In this stage, the learners are given one possible good answer after 

they validate their own answer. The exercises thus submitted are in their final form, in the 

sense that the translation associated is already there. See Figures 2 and 3. 

Figure 2. Screenshot of TACIT showing an example of an unfinalized 

MCQ exercise on the passive 



 

 

Figure 3. Screenshot of TACIT showing an example of an unfinalized 

MCQ exercise on the expression of concession and contrast 



 

In the second stage, the exercises are now in an MCQ form. The purpose is to evaluate the 

level of difficulty of the exercises in order to be able to match this level of difficulty with a 

level of competence, which can then be attributed to each learner. The ranking of the 

exercises follows the IRM. In this case, the experience takes the form of a test : the learners 

do not know if the answer they have given is correct or incorrect. This measure is taken to 

avoid a possible learning effect during the test. This stage is completed once we have enough 

material to prepare five evaluations of 20 exercises – those exercises are the ones which reach 

the gold standard according to the IRM. The rest of the exercises are used for practice. To be 

finalised, the exercises have to be submitted to a great number of learners : each exercise has 

to be completed at least 120 times. 

The base is composed of almost ten thousand exercises, which have been divided into 52 

grammatical categories. The categories can be regrouped into three types : noun phrase (1824 

exercises, 19.21 %), verb phrase (4183 exercises, 44.06 %) and syntax of the sentence (3486 

exercises, 36.72 %). The purpose was to cover as many grammatical forms as possible while 

also creating categories based on difficulties often met by students : for example, translating 

the future or managing “the syntax of the sentence” (Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Screenshot of TACIT showing the breakdown of the different 

categories of exercises for one of the three major types of exercises 



 

So far, more than 3,500 exercises have already gone through the first stage, and are in MCQ 

form. We are currently completing the first stage, collecting the most interesting incorrect 

answers for each unfinalized exercise (as shown in Figures 2 and 3 above). We hope that the 

module will be ready in 2019.  

Once completed, TACIT-grammar will offer two possibilities : 

 In-class use will be based on the same parameters which already exist on the platform 

for two other modules : Implicit comprehension and Vocabulary (in French). In this 

case, learners start with an evaluation of 20 exercises. This evaluation places the 

learner on a competence scale. Then, the exercises presented to the learner match the 

learner’s competence in terms of difficulty. Learners have to take another evaluation 

in order to re-evaluate their level and see their progress. In this case, the platform 

provides teachers with visual summaries of the learners’ history for the module and 

progress. The teacher may give homework to the learners – TACIT-grammar exercises 

automatically distributed according to the learners’ level. In this situation, the teacher 



is provided with all the information : they neither have to select the exercises nor 

define their learners’ competence level. 

 Use in autonomy: This time, the system is entirely adaptive, which means that after a 

first exercise is proposed to the learners, the system then adapts the exercises given to 

the learners according to their achievements or failures (Quaireau et al. 4). 

This means that the module is built to circumvent the heterogeneity of the classroom, in the 

sense that teachers do not have to find ways to monitor their learners’ competence level, and 

learners are not given random exercises which would not specifically match their competence 

level. 

6. Discussion 

We have seen to what extent grammar is essential to the development of English 

competences, both written and spoken. A lot of learners arrive at university with difficulties 

they have accumulated over time : they did not manage to develop their grammar competence 

during their secondary school curriculum and they need further help, which often cannot be 

provided for lack of time, staff and budget. One element of solution can come from the 

proven efficiency of blended learning, with face-to-face courses coupled with (adaptive) e-

learning tools. Indeed, a systematic search of the research literature from 1996 through July 

2008, prepared for the U.S. Department of Education, identified more than a thousand 

empirical studies on online learning. One of the most interesting results is that “Instruction 

combining online and face-to-face elements had a larger advantage relative to purely face-to-

face instruction than did purely online instruction” (U.S. Department of Education,17). 

Functional since 2012, with now about 85,000 primary or secondary school students working 

on L1 French, the TACIT adaptive e-learning platform may also benefit university students 

learning L2, both in face-to-face situations and in distant e-learning.  

In face-to-face interaction, it is much easier for teachers to help each non-self-regulated 

learner (Zimmerman) to begin their learning with the forethought phase (i.e. careful 

consideration of what will be necessary to succeed in learning ; task analysis, strategic 

planning, goal setting). They can also help learners to become more autonomous, to 

procrastinate less often, to develop different strategies that can make learning “easier, faster, 

more enjoyable, more self-directed, more effective, and more transferable to new situations” 

(Oxford 8). Nevertheless, simply telling students that they need to develop different learning 

strategies to progress in L2 and to earn good grades will not usually lead to develop autonomy 

and motivation. Still, 

it is important to teach students that some tasks, even tasks that are necessary to 

master, might be uninteresting at first yet require consistent, sometimes tedious, 

engagement for learning. Once learned, new skills may become their own reward. 

(APA 22) 



Another important point needs to be noted : to pursue L2 learning, at university, is less often 

“adding to existing student knowledge, known as conceptual growth”, and more often 

“transforming or revising student knowledge, known as conceptual change” (APA 7). 

Teachers can be instrumental in achieving conceptual change in students, for example in L2 

grammar acquisition, by using tools 

that precipitate cognitive conflict or dissonance in the minds of students by helping 

make them aware of the discrepancy between their own thinking and correct 

curricular material or concepts. (APA 13) 

The English grammar module was built to help both learners and teachers in this task. Indeed, 

in addition to the own-pace training mode, the TACIT platform integrates a tutored training 

mode. This second mode allows the teacher to conduct training sessions by introducing 

phases of interaction and explanation of the exercises encountered. Tutored training makes it 

possible to take into account the heterogeneity of the levels of knowledge3  and also the 

misconceptions that “tend to be entrenched in reasoning and resistant to change” (APA 13). A 

very large set of exercises is needed for this conceptual change to take place, which is why 

the Tacit-grammar module requires about 9,500 various exercises.  

What has been presented here is the background of a new adaptive-system module created for 

students and teachers within the university Rennes 2. Both MCQ and adaptive systems are 

recognised as valuable and effective pedagogical tools, but they are also both objects of 

research – which was the purpose of this article, and means of research – which will help to 

better understand the place of the grammatical competence within learners’ overall 

competence in English. 

Indeed, the main objective of the research we are currently conducting using TACIT is to help 

students make progress, especially those in their first year at university, who have not yet 

reached a B2 level. The use of the TACIT platform will also make it possible to collect data 

from those learners and to compare it with their results to other tests (CLES, TOEFL, etc.). In 

this way, we hope to reach an equilibrium between researchers’, teachers’ and learners’ 

expectations. The platform should be made available to all universities wishing to sign an 

agreement with the University of Rennes 2. 

 
3 Acquiring long-term knowledge and skill is largely dependent on practice but this practice needs to be well-

adapted (neither too easy nor too difficult) to be efficient and motivating. “Providing information that is not too 

elementary to be easily understood and not too complex to be out of range of understanding even with assistance 

represents the perfect level of entry for new material” (APA 9). “As students develop increasing competence, the 

knowledge and skills that have been developed provide a foundation to support the more complex tasks, which 

become less effortful and more enjoyable. When students have reached this point, learning often becomes its 

own intrinsic reward” (APA 16). 
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